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Digital Crashes Analog’s Party 
 

Mobius Design Group’s Vicki Shand-Horn helps you keep 
the good times flowing as digital overtakes analog media. 
 
All things worth having depend upon delivery. Whether they’re for products or services, 

you count on delivery systems every day, from cellular phone calls to receiving packages 

to enjoying the best meals at your favorite restaurant. 

 

But systems don’t remain perfect. Remember having your cell call dropped or not getting 

that package overnight as promised or hearing “I’m sorry, but we’re out of that today” 

from an apologetic waiter or waitress? Error, lack of maintenance or simple obsolescence 

can render these systems unreliable or impotent. 

 

Highly convenient, worry-free electronic entertainment aboard a yacht is no different. 

Movies and music, on demand, rely on a complex system for delivery at the touch of a 

finger. 

 

Unfortunately, with most yachts this system is completely dependent on a wiring 

backbone that’s optimized for analog signals at a time when all device manufacturers and 

content publishers are aggressively moving to digital. 

 

Why the rush to digital? 

For years, movie studios and other content publishers have fought piracy, arguing that 

illegally duplicating Blu-ray and HD DVD movies was facilitated by playback devices’ 

aging analog technology. Industry negotiations produced the Advanced Access Content 

System (AACS) Adopter Agreement of 2009. AACS allows studios to embed various 

DRM (Digital Rights Management) encryption schemes (Image Constraint Token, 

Digital Only Token, etc.) into movies and commits manufacturers to initially restrict – 

then completely eliminate – analog output for this protected content. Blu-ray players, 

starting in 2010, already have analog output limited to standard definition only; by 2013, 
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analog output will be nonexistent. HDMI, DVI and DisplayPort will continue to be the 

favored digital ports into the foreseeable future. 

 

How does the switch to digital affect my analog infrastructure? 

If you’ve heard the phrase “analog sunset,” you may already realize that your boat’s 

analog entertainment infrastructure is at risk. While only Blu-ray devices and PCs 

playing protected content are now limited by the AACS, soon others such as satellite 

receivers, displays, cameras, etc. will join the fold. These changes will challenge virtually 

all wired installations that currently do, or will, distribute entertainment throughout a 

boat. 

 

What will happen when playing movies and music? 

Symptoms of an under-prepared network will include interrupted music and flat screens 

going black, receiving no signal whatsoever. These are consequences of the new digital 

protocols – embedded “key” codes in the protected media that demand specific 

“handshakes” from displays and speakers before properly playing the audio or video.  

 

In other words, the system you count on now to provide your entertainment won’t work 

for much longer. 

 

What are the options for adapting to all this? 

Vicki Shand-Horn, of Mobius Design Group in Palm Beach, Florida has seen this coming 

and has this advice for project managers and captains responsible for keeping the good 

times flowing: “Start planning now, and prepare for this huge shift in electronic media 

delivery. While there are stopgap measures and a handful of converters available during 

this transition, no solution will ensure the complete reliability and performance that a 

digitally-optimized wiring network provides.“ 

 

[Call-out text or tidy chart] 

Start your planning now by noting these key dates: 
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 2010: Analog video reduced to Standard definition only  (on Blu-ray disc players 

& PCs and  on commercially sold Blu-ray discs) 

 2013: Analog video will be disabled (on Blu-ray disc players & PCs and  on 

commercially sold Blu-ray discs)  

 

If this sounds like radical surgery, Vicki reminds us that like our houses, “Yachts are 

homes too. For systems like plumbing or air conditioning to work, on demand, there are 

steps to be taken to ensure that “on” really means on (versus sometimes on, a very real 

scenario playing out as digital replaces analog).” 

 

Mobius Design Group “has a long history of providing not just design and programming 

services for superyachts around the world, but also a reputation for solid, honest, 

technically-sound advice. Several people here have the certifications to answer tough 

questions and to recommend solutions using technology from manufacturers like 

Crestron who are out in front of this issue. We’ll help anyone who’s ready to see what 

their options are for a problem-free, wired infrastructure that delivers as promised.” 
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